Directions For Application
Apply shingles in the field from both sides up to the hip or ridge before applying SHADOW CAP shingles. Projecting parts
of shingles should be trimmed flush to the peak.
Hip application starts at the eaves end of the hip and works back to the ridge (peak of the house). Application of the ridge
on a hipped roof starts at each end and meets in the middle. Application of ridge on a structure with no hips (gable style)
starts at the end opposite the prevailing wind, and continues to the other end. For either style roof, an application of
doubled SHADOW CAP shingles will accent the hip and ridge lines and enhance the overall appearance of the roof.
SHADOW CAP shingles are packaged in perforated slabs which separate into four pieces.
Standard application of SHADOW CAP shingles is with an exposure of 5-5/8" to the weather. Nail each side 6-5/8" from
the exposed end (just behind the shadow line) and 1" up the bottom edge with galvanized roofing nails long enough to
penetrate into the deck 3/4" or through if the deck is thinner than 3/4".
IMPORTANT: In cold weather (40 oF or below) store SHADOW CAP shingles in a heated location 24 hours prior to
application to assist in forming properly over hips or ridges without cracking shingles.

At intersection of hip and ridge, trim
shingles to fit and set in asphalt roof
cement.

Nail 6-5/8”back and 1” up
from edge, just behind the
shadow line.

The PABCO® Limited Shingle Warranty

PABCO warrants that our shingles are free from manufacturing defects that adversely affect their performance.
PABCO is not responsible for failures of any roof system that are not directly attributable to a PABCO product.
See the PABCO Limited Shingle Warranty for details, limits, and conditions.
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